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WHAT is it that makes the Lipton Cup such a special event? The regatta certainly has a flavour all of its own, a 
uniqueness created perhaps by the lure of a fabulous and valuable trophy; maybe it's the tradition that surrounds 

the event, all the way back to Sir Thomas Lipton, who bequeathed the Cup. Could it be that club, as well as individual 
pride is at stake amongst the challengers? 

All this contributes to the magic of the Lipton Cup, but mainly, I think, it's the sublime competition and the close 
racing that has become a feature of the event since the switch to a one design class, which makes the regatta an expo of 
the best keelboat sailing talent this country has to offer. 

LIPTON CHALLENGE CUP 1986 The unfo~iving structure of the event 
1 2 3 6 PTS PCS makes the up an elusive thing to pin 

Etienne van Cuyck Royal Cape YC 11 1 6 1 80 1 
down. The first three races, over tradi-
tional courses that cannot be shortened or Graham Dibb Island SC 9 7 2 2 76.6 2 swung, or worse, cannot be discarded from Terry Clarence Henley Midmar 1 2 11 8 76.26 3 

Rick Nankin Zeekoe Vlei YC 0 6 1 6 76 4 one's score, give a sudden death feel to the 
Bruce Savage Un Natal YC 8 3 6 6 73 6 racing. To capture the Lipton Cup, one 
lain Park-Ross Point YC 4 10 3 7 72 6 needs to sail aggressively, but you also 
Peter Hishin Transvaal YC 2 4 19 11 60.26 7 need all the breaks to win without the 
Sandy Ord Aeolians 3 12 9 16 66 8 luxury of a discard race. 
Paul Thompson Deneysville AC 16 11 4 10 66 8 Unlike the America's Cup that eluded Herbert Karolius DSC V/Hoogte 7 8 10 16 66 8 
David Hibberd Un Natal SC 6 16 7 13 66 11 Sir Thomas, his Cup has a penchant for 
Trevor Amoils Un Wits YC 6 9 18 12 62 12 wandering - since 1982, no defence has 
John Sully Royal Natal YC 16 13 8 9 60 13 been successful. That, I'm sure is what Sir 
Robbie Willcox Victoria Lake 12 DNF 16 4 42 14 Thomas Lipton would have wanted: a 
Cormac Bradley Pretoria SC 14 20 20 3 39 16 close finish, and uncertainty over the final 
Nigel Sharples Algoa Bay YC 17 6 DNF 14 37 16 outcome always makes for a better press, 
Barry Stevens Pennant Nine 13 18 12 DNC 29 17 even if it's harder on the competitors. 
Denny Moffatt Zululand YC 20 16 17 17 26 18 Ask Bruce Savage, last year's winning John Archer Lake Deneys YC 21 19 13 20 23 19 skipper, about the wind bend on the first Brent Gray DSC Simonstown 19 17 26 21 23 19 
David Heath DBN Defence SC 18 DNF 14 19 22 21 beat, first race this year, that had the open-
Ivan Gibbons BenoniSC 22 21 21 18 14 22 ing results all unexJectedly topsy turvy, 
Jan Bergwerff Vaal Cr Asso 23 14 22 DNC 13 23 putting his crew own to eighth, and 
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starting them off fighting from the back. 
Or ask Harry Ellens and Terry Clarence, 
joint skippers of the Henley Midmar team, 
how they felt going out to the last race 
with a slim lead , and five other boats in 
with an easy chance of winni~. Consider 
the tension aboard Omega eat Wave, 
sailing for Royal Cape Yacht Club under 
skipper Etienne van Cuyck, who'd narrow-
ly missed taking the Cup home on the 
previous two occasions. Omega had 
slipped to eleventh in that crazy first race, 
and like the UNYC boat Joko I, was claw-
ing her way back into contention. True to 
form, the Lipton Cup had created a tight 
finish, even if the weather didn't bode 
well. 

The thunderclouds out to sea on the 
Friday morning of the last race presaged 
little wind, giving race officer "Wog" 
Hawkesworth (who has allegiances to five 
clubs) his fair share of worries. Not that he 
showed them - a few puffs from his pipe 
sent out the smoke signal that it would be 
a fair race , and he would only start it once 
the wind had settled down. 

The boats that could win at this stage 
were: Electron, skip~red b~Harry Ellens/ 
Terry Clarence for enley idmar Yacht 
Club; Omega Heat Wave , Etienne van 
Cuyck , R~al Ca~e Yacht Club; Galac-
tica, Rick ankin , eekoe Vlei Yacht Club; 

So many fortune• hung on the IHt race of the 
Lipton Cup, with •ix clubs in the running to lift 
the Mug if they could acore a win and keep 
Henley Midmar below third. Here at the start of 
the critical final race are Zeekoe Vlei Yacht Club/ 
Rick Nankin (027). University of Natal YC/Bruce 
Savage (018), RCYC/Etienne van Cuyck (078), 
Royal Natal YC/John Sully (030), University of 
Witwater•rand/Trevor Amolls (038), Tran•vaal 
Yacht Club/Peter Hi•hin (007). 



LIPTON ,CUP 
OODS 

THE SPEEDMAKERS 
Hood Sailmakers (SA) First Floor, Island Centre, Paarden Eiland Road, P.O. Box 543, Paarden Eiland, Cape Town, Tel. (021) 51-2154/5. 

Hood Sails, Transvaal: The Yacht Shop, Bramley Gardens Shopping Centre, 272 Corlett Drive, Bramley, Johannesburg, Tel. (011) 786-0408. 
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Hood Sails, Natal: Seamark, 38 Fenton Road, Durban 4001 , Tel. (031) 31-6394. 
Port Elizabeth: Surf Shop, Hotel Elizabeth Shopping Centre, Humewood, Tel. (041) 27264, 24277. 
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Red Robin , Iain Park-Ross , Point Yacht 
Club;Joko I, Bruce Savage, University of Natal 
Yacht Club, and Orsmond Aerial, Graham 
Dibb , Island Sailing Club. 

That's how they stood just before the race. It 
all boiled down to who would win the race, 
would win the regatta, if they could keep the 
Henley Midmar team below third . 

Eventually a light easterly breeze materialised, 
the fleet got away to a clean start , and imme
diately split into two groups going up the beat. 
On the port side, Joko I held Galactica on a 
long starboard tack, while Omega Heat Wave 
covered Electron up the starboard side of 
middle, and Red Robin and Orsmond Aerial 
headed for the starboard lay line. When the two 
groups tacked, it initially seemed as if the port 
side had paid. Rick Nankin powered Galactica 
over Joko I soon after the tack - he looked 
across to see Omega Heat Wave leading in the 
starboard bunch and, as he told me afterwards, 
knew then that the Cup was coming back to the 
Cape. 

The port lift fizzled out, Omega reached the 
weather mark first , and from there opened up a 
commanding lead through the rest of the race, 
powered, it seemed, by expectation. Orsmond 
Aerial rounded second, and also pulled away 
from the crowd to confirm her second place 
overall. From there down, things were much 
closer, with the other four boats constantly 
trading places, and with Electron always sniffing 
at third place. For the first time in the regatta, 
the Pretoria Sailing Club team put a spanner in 
the works, hanging in there to finish third in the 
race. A dismal last beat for Electron put her 
down to eighth, but still good enough for third 
overall, a mere quarter of a point ahead of the 
Zeekoe Vlei team. 

Watching that last race, all the spectators 
were struck by the intense concentration dis
played by the top crews, the emphasis on fluid 
boat trim, and by the way the helmsmen were 
making the boats move in that soft breeze. The 
Lipton Cup has certainly elevated the standard 
of L26 sailing, from preparation to handling, in 
the years the class has been used for the com
petition. For me, watching the racing was an 
inspiration and an education! 

When Omega Heat Wave crossed the line, 
the tension and concentration of the last race 
exploded into wild, almost disbelieving joy. For 
the crew who had worked so hard for the Cup.it 
had finally come their way and, as team manager 
Jean-Jacques Provoyeur drew alongside, soccer 
style hugs and back clapping became the order 
of the day. Shoreside, the joy continued into a 
celebration of wild abandon which lasted into 
the night. The fuzzy instamatic snaps of the 
festivities are fortunately (for the reputations of 
Omega's crew and manager) too bad for repro-
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duction in this magazine. 
Anyway, by the time the official prize giving 

came about the next night, the winners were 
somewhat more wan, and a proper sense of 
decorum was maintained. Etienne still couldn·t 
resist kissing the Cup, and in his speech paid 
grateful tribute to the support of his loyal crew. 
Soon, the discussion turned to how the Cup 
could safely be transported back to the cape -
it wouldn't do for it to be hijacked. 

For other L26 owners, watching the Lipton 
Cup can substitute for years of experimenting 
to find fast gear. The L26 is really a heavy boat , 
and difficult to $et going and keep going. State
of-the-competit1on , fast this year, was achieved 
through powerful sails - a full genoa and til!ht 
leeched main. The fleet mainly used Hood sails, 
but the North sails on Electron and Joko I also 
provided plenty of speed. 

It was interesting to see Omega Heat Wave 
using hanks on the forestay rather than a head
stay system; opting for their reliability and speed 
when hoistinjl or dropping the genoa. 

Another nice sail handling idea was the twin 
spinnaker sheets used in Joko I - so two people 
could pump the sail simultaneously. 
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A sequential photograph taken not long 
after the start picture of the final race of 
the Lipton Cup (pages 20 and 21). Here 
Joko I (016) of the University of Natal 
Yacht Club appears, showing her losses 
in being shy of the line at the start. Others 
identifiable are RNYC (John Sully 030), 
RCYC (Etienne van Cuyck 078), Aeolians 
(Sandy Ord 074), LDYC (John Archer 
067), ZYVC (Denny Moffat 013), DAC 
(Paul Thompson 055) and TYC (Peter 
Hishin 007). Photo : Alec Stone 

The list of clubs eligible to compete in the 
Lipton Cup runs to 39. Next year it would be 
great to see all of them competing, especially 
Redhouse and Hermanus Yacht Club , who won 
in 1957 and 1968 respectively, and who've not 
entered since the competition was revitalised in 
1982. 

Royal Cape Yacht Club will be hosting the 
Lipton Cup next year, and we can look forward 
to another great regatta. The competition won't 
be any less fierce, with the challengers hoping 
to keep the Cup doing the round. Here's wishing 
Omega Heat Wave the best of luck with her 
defence. • 

Winners of the Lipton Cup, this country's most valuable sporting trophy, insured for a 
quarter of a million rands, are the Royal Cape Yacht Club crew of skipper Etienne van 
Cuyck, JJ Provoyeur (seated) and left to right, standing, Peter du Toit, Tony Gardner. 
Gary Lyttle and Titch Mitchell. 

Photograph : Richard Summers 
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